Applications & Experiences That Set You Apart

Progress is the experienced, trusted provider of application development and infrastructure software products designed with you, our customers and partners, in mind. With Progress, you can develop what you need, deploy where and how you want, then manage it all safely and securely.

With Progress, your business can drive faster cycles of innovation and fuel the momentum you need to succeed in an ever-evolving marketplace.
Putting You at the Center

Progress has such staying power because all we do is built around you—our customers. Your business. Your applications. Your experiences. Your goals. From our products to the expert support available when you need it, we strive to fuel your momentum.

Regardless of where your business needs sit on the app development lifecycle, our people, skills and technology are here to serve you. This customer promise applies to you, whether you’re a global corporation, vibrant startup or passionate developer seeking ways to get your projects done right—and on time. Progress can help get where you want to go.

Progress That’s Built Around You.

Investing with Purpose

Progress invests about 20% of our revenue back into research and development, keeping us on-point when it comes to tech advances sweeping the marketplace. Having a disciplined approach has made Progress a good choice for businesses since we were first listed on the NASDAQ more than thirty years ago.

Who We Are

Our Vision
To propel business forward in a technology-driven world.

Our Mission
To be the trusted provider of the best products to develop, deploy and manage high-impact applications.

Enterprises Worldwide Rely on Progress

3.5 M+
thriving developer community

The 30
largest companies in the world trust Progress

Top 10
technology companies rely on Progress

70%
of the Fortune 500 use Progress
Our Products

With Progress, businesses can automate the process by which apps are developed, deployed and managed. This makes critical data and content more accessible and secure, leading to both competitive differentiation and business success.

Develop

Telerik®
The most powerful collection of .NET and JavaScript developer tools, including modern, feature-rich and professionally designed UI components for web, desktop and mobile applications, embedded reporting, automated testing, mocking and debugging tools.

Kendo UI®
JavaScript UI libraries built natively for Angular, React, Vue and jQuery. Built with consistent API and theming, so your UI is modern, responsive, accessible—and fast.

Sitefinity®
Digital Experience Platform foundation, delivering intelligent, ROI-driving tools for marketers and an extensible platform for developers to create engaging, cross-channel digital experiences.

NativeChat®
Chatbot building platform to rapidly create and deploy purpose-built, AI-driven chatbots to automate repetitive tasks by using natural language interfaces.

Corticon®
Decision automation platform to transform user experiences by streamlining and automating complex business rules—without having to code.

Deploy

Chef®
Automation software to achieve secure, continuous delivery of critical applications and infrastructure.

Test Studio®
Automated functional UI, API and load testing platform with the industry’s most intuitive test recorder and patented hybrid element location, maximizing test stability and coverage across web and desktop.

Fiddler™ Everywhere
Modern, cross-platform web debugging proxy for rapidly and reliably debugging HTTP(S) network traffic on Windows, Mac and Linux.

Manage

LoadMaster®
Flexible application delivery and security solutions offering cloud-native, virtual and hardware load balancers.

Flowmon®
Comprehensive network security and visibility solution with automated response across hybrid cloud ecosystems.

WhatsUp® Gold
Network infrastructure monitoring software providing complete visibility of all network devices, servers, virtual machines, cloud and wireless environments to quickly find and fix network problems before users are impacted.

MOVEit®
Managed File Transfer and automation software that guarantees the security of sensitive files both at-rest and in-transit, ensures reliable business processes and addresses data security compliance requirements.

Mission Critical Data and App Platform

OpenEdge®
Application development platform for running business-critical applications needing high-performance, high availability and flexible deployment options for extensibility, scalability, security and performance.

DataDirect®
Pre-built cloud and on-premises data connectivity solutions for Relational, NoSQL, Big Data and SaaS data sources.

MarkLogic®
Best-in-class, proprietary, multi-model NoSQL database offering a unified solution to manage multi-structured data for transactional and analytical purposes.

Semaphore
Semantic AI layer, enabling users to manage data models and automatically extract and classify both structured and unstructured data to generate rich semantic metadata.

WS_FTP®
Business-grade FTP software for secure file transfer, featuring industry-leading data security before, during and after transit.

Develop the applications and experiences your business needs with Progress.

Learn more at progress.com or contact your Progress representative.
You at the Center. Always.

We're in it for your outcome. By creating products that deliver faster cycles of innovation we accelerate your path to success. Because Progress isn't only our name, it's also what we want you to achieve. We look forward to showing you how.

For a full list of Progress offices and contacts, please visit our website at progress.com/company/offices

For more information on what Progress can do for you, call us at 1-800-477-6473 or contact us at progress.com/company/contact

About Progress

Dedicated to propelling business forward in a technology-driven world, Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) helps businesses drive faster cycles of innovation, fuel momentum and accelerate their path to success. As the trusted provider of the best products to develop, deploy and manage high-impact applications, Progress enables customers to build the applications and experiences they need, deploy where and how they want and manage it all safely and securely. Hundreds of thousands of enterprises, including 1,700 software companies and 3.5 million developers, depend on Progress to achieve their goals—with confidence. Learn more at www.progress.com
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